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                                         --Red Storm Spot on Jupiter, courtesy NASA 

 

Welcome to The Weekly Planets, keeping you involved with current events from an astrological 

perspective.  Your comments and suggestions are welcome.   

Cosmic Weather for the Week   7/12/15 to 7/18/15 

 
   

     
This week has primary changes:  Sun moves into Cancer on Thursday, meaning that the affairs governed by 
Cancer for the year will be under the sway of Jupiter, the Day Lord of Thursday. Moving from Gemini, 
where the Sun’s egotistical side had full sway, into Cancer, where the Sun is sodden and a bit emotional, 
the focus of outer things will move to Cancerian areas including primary education, agriculture, health 
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care, and patriotism or nationalism.  Cancer rules the heart and the light should come to shine on the 
heart of the matter, whatever it is.   
 
The Greek drama continued at a high pitch into the weekend, and as fitting with last week’s chart, once 
the “No”s won the referendum, the Finance Minister resigned, and was replaced by a new Finance 
Minister named Euclid, who was able to put some convincing math on paper.  The Prime Minister made a 
complete about-face going from opposing to embracing the harsh measures required to satisfy the 
European debtors which he had just urged his countrymen to vote against.  The deal he accepted and 
which still has much hard political work to implement was worse than the deal that the referendum 
rejected, which puts the Prime Minister’s own political future into doubt….. 
 
Jupiter itself also is changing signs Monday night, moving into Leo, so an even larger paradigm shift will be 
felt.  Jupiter no longer will be in a 120-degree trine to Saturn, which now takes away some of the 
frustration Jupiter had felt in Cancer because it saw Saturn ahead of it with its special dristi into the fifth.  
So even though no longer exalted, Jupiter can do more effective work bringing wisdom, expansion, 
optimism, and nobility in the sign of the Sun.  The combined dristis of Saturn and Jupiter fall nowhere but 
on the sign Leo itself.  Leo thus becomes an energetic support system for the entire zodiac as its outer 
guardians send their effective gaze into that sign, for roughly the next year.  Leo is about power, authority, 
politics, light, energy, photosynthesis, solar winds, thermal power, lions and lionesses, and the upholding 
of dharma or righteousness.  To strive for magnanimity, magnificence, and munificence is solid now.  This 
is the time to refurbish the throne wherever it is.  The dark side of this same energy is bullying and taking 
pleasure in cruelty, on a mass or individual scale. 
 
Several more subtle changes happen in mid-week.  We have the New Moon Wednesday and on the same 
day Mercury joins Mars as both shift from Ardra nakshatra into Punarvasu, “The Return of the Light,” 
where this legalistic dueling duo comes under the power of the Aditi, the Primal goddess form, where they 
are urged to create something of material benefit and solid form for the benefit of humans and animals. 
 
The past weekend gave sports fans a treat as the Wimbledon final pitted the two greats Roger Federer and 
Novak Djokovic.  Roger Federer’s chart puts Venus in the spotlight: 
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His game is known for its beauty, befitting his chart with Venus rising and alone in the four Kendra houses.  
Also he is known as the father of two sets of identical twins, as the 5th from Venus, which shows the 
progeny Venus wants to create, is a dual sign Sagittarius ruled by Jupiter in another dual sign and joined to 
a second planet—>  twins yoga. 
 
Novak Djokovic prevailed, however, as with Venus slowing and moving toward its heliacal setting where it 
will disappear from its beautiful position near Jupiter in the evening sky and not show up again until it 
becomes the morning star, Federer’s Venus-ruled game ran out of steam sometime during the 3rd set and 
he lost in 4 sets.   
 
Djokovic, known as the “Tennis Machine” for his relentless high level of brilliance, has a tremendous 
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yoga for a big heart in the fourth house with Moon and Jupiter.  This is enhanced by the mutual rasi dristi 
with Mars for energy in the 7th house.  Mars is the auspicious 5th lord, so by maximizing his work routine 
and diet he has optimized his power.  Rahu is with the Jupiter Moon combination in the 4th house, 
magnifying the impact of the yoga, which also is placed in the first from Arudha Lagna, giving tremndous 
harmony to his self-projection.  Rahu and Ketu are in each other’s Multatrikona signs Pisces and Virgo, and 
so his work reaches optimum efficiency, especially in the environment of a tennis court where the ball 
slams back and forth from one side to the other in a real-time mutual exchange! 
 
 
 

 

Market View for the Week  (not to be taken as investment advice—strictly opinion) 

             As expected the SPX did try to fill the gap created by the Greece and other troubles last week, but 
just failed to get there on Monday.  This sets it up for a pierce of the gap and a key reversal without 
making a new high, so it can continue lower into the Venus station and Sun conjunction in August. 
                                                                                                                                                

 

.  

                                                                                                                                            ---Declination tables from cafeastrology.com 
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